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The concept of a multiplicative transforrnator formalized by Brodskii, 
Gokhberg, and Krein in a by now classical 1967 paper can play in causality 
theory a role similar to that played by the more familiar additive transformator 
concept. Among its advantages, one !inds an alternative point of view (a system 
cascade connection representation in lieu of a parallel connection), a more com- 
pact formulation of some proofs and results, a natural tool for a generalization 
of these results into a nonlinear setting. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of interconnections between physically meaningful causality 
concepts and the abstract additive integral transformator concept proposed by 
Brodskii et al. [l] have played a determinant role in the study of some basic 
questions in causality theory [2]. The question of the canonical causality decom- 
position, the connections between causality and other system theoretic concepts, 
the causality of the inverse of a causal system, have, for instance, all been investi- 
gated via this additive integral. 
A less familiar integral transformator of a multiplicative type which is also 
extensively used in [l] is also amenable to interesting applications in causality 
theory. Indeed most of the available results could quite naturally have been 
developed by replacing the additive integral by the multiplicative integral. In 
doing this, the parallel connection representation associated with the additive 
transformator is replaced by a cascade representation; while the computational 
difficulties at the basis of the problems remain the same, one finds that a number 
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of convergence and factorization results are more easily proved and more 
compactly stated [ 11. 
It is of interest that the properties of the multiplicative integral can be extended 
to some nonlinear systems. The present note generalizes the following linear 
multiplicative integral property [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 2671: 
If V is a bounded linear and strrctly causal operator on a Hilbert resolution 
space, then the multiplicative Integral (vz)T(I - @VP”) is well defined and is 
equal to (I + I’)-‘. 
The proposed generalization is to the effect that the result remains valid if 
linearity is replaced by weak additivity and boundedness by Lipschitz con- 
tinuity; if linearity is replaced by a multilinear property, however, the theorem 
no longer holds. All that one can say in this case is that, given a u E H, 
(m$(I - dPVPS) u is well defined if (I+ V)-l u is; when this happens one has 
(fq(I - dPVP8) u = (I + q-1 7.4. 
2. THE MULTIPLICATIVE INTEGRAL 
The standard symbol [H, P] will denote a Hilbert resolution space with 
Hilbert space H and family of orthoprojectors {P}, t E u (see [2, 31). Given a 
family of operators T(s): [H, Pt] -+ [H, P”], t E u, the multiplicative integral 
transformator concept is based on the following three operations: 
(i) a partition Q := (5, = t, , ii ,..,, 5, = tm} E v with & < & , j = 
1 ,..., N - 1, is chosen; 
(ii) the partial cascade operator multiplication 
3 = (1-t A,T(%)) (I+ A,-,qs,-,)) **- (I+ A,W,) 
is formed, where A, = Pik - PChml, and sg E [1,-r , &I; 
(iii) on the set of all partitions Q E v, a partial order is defined as follows: 
Q, 3 Q, if every element in Q, is contained in Sz, . 
If there exists an operator 6 such that in correspondence with any E > 0, 
there exists a partition Q, E u with the property that 
II@ - 2,lI -=I E whenever Q >Q,, 
then 6 is called the multiplicative integral of the family T(s) with respect to 
[H, Pt] and is indicated with the following symbols: 
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?(I + dPT(s)) if sk E [tk-, 7 <kl, 
(m)T(l + dPT(s)) if sp = L-1 > 
(M)T(I + dPT(s)) if Sk = &. . 
The integrals T(I + dPT(s)), (m)T(l + dPT(s), (M)T(I + dPT(s)) and 
T(I + dPT(s) dP) are defined in an identical way by simply inverting the order 
of the factors in the partial cascade operator multiplication. 
Given an operator T: [H, P] --+ [H, P”], in the following we will be mainly 
interested in the family TPs and TP, and in the following associated integral 
transformators: 
(m&f dPTP’), (4 r(I + dPTP”), (W’S‘V + @Tp,), 
(M)rj‘(l + dPTP”), T(I + dPT dP). 
3. CAUSALITY CHARACTERIZATIONS 
The following proposition, which clarifies the relation between the multi- 
plicative and the additive integrals, provides a natural vehicle for rephrasing 
in terms of the multiplicative integral the available additive integral causality 
characterizations. 
PROPOSITION 1. Any ane of the following multiplicative integrals is well 
dejined if the corresponding additive integral is well dejined. 
(i) (m)J(I + dPTPs) = I + (m) JdPTP”, 
(M)T(I + dPTP”) = I + (M) j-dPTPs; 
(ii) (iIZ)s(I + dPTP,) = I + (M) J dPTP8, 
(m)%(I + dPTP,) = I+ (m) J dPTP”; 
(iii) (m)T(I + dPTP”) = (I - (m) sdPTPS)-l; 
(iv) (M)T(I + (IPTP,) = (I - (M) J dPTP”)-l; 
(4 T(I + dPT dP) =T(I + dPT dP) = I + s dPT dP. 
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Proof. One simply verifies by a direct inspection that given any partition 
Q = (&I = 4l, t-1 I..., 5, = t,) E u the following hold. 
I + ; AiTPi-l =?(I + AiTP1-I), 
2=1 
I + 2 A,TP, =T(I + A,TPi), 
i=l 
?(I + AiTP’-l) I - f AiTP’l) = I, 
2=1 
T(I + AiTPi) (I - f A,TP,) = I, 
s-1 
%+(I + AiTAi) =%(I + A,TAi) = I + 1 A,TAi . 
t 
Using the above proposition one can formalize a number of causality pro- 
perties in terms of the multiplicative integrals. The following proposition and 
subsequent corollaries provide an example of such a type of formalizations. 
PROPOSITION 2. T has a canonical causality additive decomposition ;f the 
following multiplicative integral transformators exist. 
T(I + dPT dP), (m)T(I + df'[T - TMIP’), 
where 
(WT(I + WT - TIMI P,J, . 
I + TM -$I + dPTdP). 
COROLLARY 1. =Z linear T has a canonical causality additive decomposition 
if the following are well dejned. 
(m)T(I + dPTP% (M)T(I + dPTP,), T(I + dPT dP). 
COROLLARY 2. T is strictly causal if (I + T) = (m)T(I + dPTPs); memory- 
less q 
(I + T) :]-(I + dPT dP). 
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4. EXISTENCE AND CAUSALITY OF THE INVERSE 
Given a causal operator I’, it is of interest to determine conditions under 
which the inverse of (I + V) exists and is causal. The following theorem general- 
izes the well-known Gokhberg and Krein result which states that if V is linear 
bounded and strictly causal then (I + V)-1 is well defined causal and equal to 
(m)T(I - dPVPs). Th e concepts of weak additivity, strict causality and poly- 
nomic system are identical to those formalized in [2,3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let V: [H, P”] -+ [H, P’] be a strictly causaZ operator: 
(i) if V is weukZy additive and Lypschitz continuous, then (I -1 V)-l is well 
defined and equal to (m)T(I - dPVPS); 
(ii) if V is bounded polynomic, then (I + I/‘)-’ u is a well-defined element of 
H and onb if (m)T(I - dPVPS) u is; when this happens one has 
(rn)T(I - dPVPS) u = (I + V)-l u. 
Proof. For every partition Qj = (5a.j = t, , [,,j ,..., &,, = tw:> E u one has 
*;;(I - d,VPi-1) = (I + VJ-1 
where Vj = ‘& di,,VPi-l*i. It follows that (m)y((l - dPVPs) is well defined 
if and only if given any l > 0 one can find a partition 0, = {&,, = t, , ciSE ,..., 
cNSF = tat} E v such that for any partition Sz, 3 Sz, one has 
I\(1 + V&l - (I + V&‘II < E. 
Clearly, this happens if and only if 
(m)T(I - dPVPs) = $$I + V,)-’ = (I + V)-1. 
In the case where V is strictly causal, weakly additive and Lipschitz continuous 
we know that (I+ V)-l exists and is bounded and causal [2]. To complete 
the proof of the first claim of the theorem it is then sufficient to note that from 
and 
[I + VI = [I + v - V,] [I + [I + v - V,]-1 V,] 
[I + VI-1 = [I + [I + v - V&l VJ-1 [I f- I’ - V&l 
one has 
ljy I!(1 + V&l - (I + V)-l/j = 0. 
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The second claim of the theorem is a direct consequence of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1 [3, Theorem 2’1. rf {pi} is a sequence of prestrictljr causal 
polynomic operators such that {J@J ---f I% and ((I + J@&l y} ---f x, then 
(I + J@)-lr is a well-dejned element in H and (I + m-‘y = x,; the element 
(I + I@-‘? is a continuous function of y. 
5. CLOSURE 
Are further generalizations possible ? On the basis of what precedes, it is 
clear that for any bounded not necessarily linear V the property that 
(m)y(l - dPl’P”) . IS well defined and equal to (Z + J/)-l implies (Z $- J) == 
(m)T(I -t dPVP”). C onversely, if Z + I’ -= (rtr)T(Z + dPVP”) the hypothesis 
that (I+ Y)-l is well defined and continuous with respect‘ to V guarantees that 
(I + J/)-l is causal and equal to (m)T(l - dPVPS). An additional question that 
one might want to clarify is the following: 
Let 
I’, - v, (Z -+ I’-$1 - (1 + I’)-$ 
(I + J/,)-l = (m)(-(I - dPI.‘,P”). 
Can one then say that (I + V)-l = (m)T(I - dPVP”)? The answer is still 
open. 
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